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ABSTRACT. A series of mixed-metal NH2-UiO-66(Zr/Ti) with different percentages of 

exchanged Ti have been prepared and studied by transient absorption spectroscopy (TAS). The 

photo-generated transients from mixed NH2-UiO-66(Zr/Ti) exhibit at short time scales two 

defined absorption bands, evolving to a continuous absorption band expanding from 300 nm to 

700 nm at longer time scales. The observed spectral changes are compatible with an initial 

formation of Ti
3+

-O-Zr
4+

 and its further transformation to Ti
4+

-O-Zr
3+

 via metal-metal electron 

exchange, thus, providing support to the role of substituted Ti as mediator to facilitate electron 

transfer from excited ligand to the (Zr/Ti)6O4(OH)4 nodes in mixed NH2-UiO-66(Zr/Ti). The 

slow recombination of photo-generated electrons and holes in the mixed NH2-UiO-66(Zr/Ti) has 

been advantageously used for the construction of a photovoltaic cell fabricated with the mixed 

NH2-UiO-66(Zr/Ti), reaching higher photon-to-current efficiency than NH2-UiO-66(Zr).  
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Introduction 

The ever-increasing global demand for energy has stimulated a surge of research effort 

aimed at utilization of the solar energy [1-3]. One of the promising strategies is to directly 

transform solar energy to chemical energy by means of heterogeneous photocatalysis [4-10]. In 

addition to the commonly studied metal oxide semiconductors, metal-organic frameworks 

(MOFs), a class of 3D crystalline micro-mesoporous hybrid materials constructed from metal or 

metal clusters nodes interconnected by multi-dentated organic linkers, are emerging as a new 

type of promising photocatalysts due to their inherent large surface areas, uniform but tunable 

cavities and tailorable photoresponse [11-18]. Ever since the earlier work of Garcia et al. [19] 

and Majima et al. [20], which revealed the photo-induced electron transfer from the excited 

organic linker (terephthalate) to the metal–oxo cluster (Zn4O13 quantum dot) on MOF-5, the 

applications of MOFs for photocatalysis, including hydrogen evolution [21-24], CO2 reduction 

[25-28], organic transformations [29-35] and pollutant degradations [36-38], have attracted 

increasing attention [39]. What makes the MOFs especially appealing for photocatalysis is that 

light absorption in MOF materials can be relatively facilely tuned for better utilization of solar 

spectrum since the electronic properties of the MOF are usually determined by the interaction 

between the organic ligand and the metal ions. Due to the almost limitless combinations of 

metals and ligands, it is anticipated that a judiciously selection of the metal ions and organic 

linkers could led to optimized MOF structures for their use as photocatalysts. Actually, the 

advantageous tuning of the optical properties of the MOFs for photocatalysis has already been 

demonstrated via the replacement of metal ions, substitution of ligands or a combination of both 

[40-44].  

    Among all the MOF-based photocatalysts, NH2-UiO-66(Zr), a robust Zr-containing MOF 

composed of hexameric Zr6O32 units linked by 2-aminoterephthalic acid (ATA), is the one that 

has been probably most widely investigated [45-47]. A drawing of the NH2-UiO-66(Zr) structure 

is shown in Fig S1. Although NH2-UiO-66 has been used in a variety of photocatalytic 

applications, its performance is relatively low as compared with other already reported MOF-

based photocatalysts, probably due to its inefficient charge transfer from the excited ligand 

(ATA) to the Zr-O clusters, which is believed to be the most general photochemical process in 

MOF-based materials [48]. Therefore, finding strategies to improve the efficiency of the charge 
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separation in NH2-UiO-66(Zr) is relevant for its use in photocatalysis. Recently, Li et al. 

demonstrated that a partial substitution of Zr in NH2-UiO-66(Zr) by Ti can improve the 

photocatalytic performance of this material for both H2 evolution and CO2 reduction [49]. 

Theoretical calculations reveal that the orbitals of Ti atoms make a significant contribution to the 

LUMO of this mixed-metal NH2-UiO-66(Zr/Ti). Thus, quantum chemical modelling suggests 

that the presence of Ti results in a more favorable electron transfer from excited ATA to Zr-O 

clusters via the Ti atoms as mediators. Later on, Cohen et al. extended this strategy to the 

preparation of mixed-metal, mixed-ligand MOF based on NH2-UiO-66(Zr) for enhanced CO2 

reduction by combining Zr-by-Ti exchange with the partial substitution of ligand to enhance the 

light absorption [50]. Although the promoting role of Ti on the photocatalytic performance of the 

mixed-metal NH2-UiO-66(Zr) has been experimentally demonstrated, no transient absorption 

evidence supporting the proposed role of Ti as mediator has yet been provided for this system. 

    In this manuscript, a series of mixed-metal NH2-UiO-66(Zr/Ti) with different percentages of 

exchanged Ti have been prepared and characterized by UV-visible absorption, emission 

spectroscopy and transient absorption spectroscopy (TAS). The results show that the photo-

generated transient signals over mixed NH2-UiO-66(Zr/Ti) evolved in the microsecond time 

scale, lending support to the role of Ti as relay facilitating the electron transfer from excited 

ATA to the Zr6-x/Tix nodes, where photocatalytic reduction should occur. This understanding has 

allowed us to fabricate a more efficient photovoltaic device based on mixed-metal NH2-UiO-

66(Zr/Ti).  

 

Methods and Materials. 

     NH2-UiO-66(Zr) was prepared following a previously reported procedure [49]. Substituted 

NH2-UiO-66(Zr) with different percentages of Ti exchange, named NH2-UiO-66(Zr/Ti), were 

prepared via post-synthetic exchange of the as-prepared NH2-UiO-66(Zr) with TiCl4(THF)2 

(THF: tetrahydrofuran) based on a previous report [49]. The percentage of substituted Ti was 

determined by Inductively Coupled Plasma Optical Emission Spectrometry (ICP-OES). Before 

ICP-OES experiment, the solid samples were digested in a mixture of HNO3 and milli-Q water.  
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    TAS measurements were performed employing the third harmonic (355 nm) of a Nd:YAG 

laser (25 mJxpulse, 7 ns fwhp). The photoluminescence (PL) quantum yields and lifetimes were 

measured employing acetonitrile suspensions of the MOFs matched to the same absorbance at 

the excitation wavelength (350 mn) with triphenylpyrylium used as standard to determine PL 

quantum yields.  

The photovoltaic cell was fabricated on Indium titanium oxide (ITO)-coated glass substrate 

using the MOF as the photoactive layer and its configuration is shown in supporting Fig S2. The 

ITO was first cleaned by ultrasonic agitation in acetone and isopropanol and after drying, it was 

covered with a dense TiO2 layer using spin coating. A layer of MOFs with a thickness of 1.5 m 

was used as the photoactive component. The device is completed by a gold cathode previously 

coated with a thin layer of Spiro-MeOTAD as hole transport layer. The thickness of all of the 

films was measured by a MicroXAM-100 3D surface profilometer.  

To determine the JSC-VOC plots, the cell was connected to a source Meter (Keithley 2601). 

The voltage scan was controlled using ReRa Tracer software. The data were automatically 

transferred to a PC that controlled the experiment and at the same time provided data storage 

capability to the system. The solar simulator (Sun 2000, ABET Technologies) was equipped with 

an AM 1.5G filter and the nominal power for the measurements was 100 mW/cm
2
. The same 

cells were used to record the incident photon to current efficiency (IPCE) spectra. In IPCE 

measurements, the cell was illuminated with a 150 W xenon lamp through a Czerny-Turner 

monochromator. The current output at short circuit was measured by a potentiostat (AMEL), 

which transferred the data through the A/D converter card to the PC controlling the 

monochromator apparatus. IPCE curves were calculated using a Newport (818-UV-L) calibrated 

photodiode. 

 

Results and Discussions 

Mixed-metal NH2-UiO-66(Zr/Ti) with different percentage of Ti were prepared by 

dispersing NH2-UiO-66(Zr) in anhydrous N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF) containing different 

TiCl4(THF)2 concentration in the range of 17.1 to 34.3 g L
-1

 under inert atmosphere for 96 h. ICP 

measurements revealed that 17.6%, 25%, 28.5% and 35% of Zr in NH2-UiO-66(Zr) have been 
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replaced by Ti (Table S1). All the exchanged samples show similar X-ray diffraction (XRD) 

patterns as that of pure NH2-UiO-66(Zr), except that the 2 value at around 7.31º observed for all 

NH2-UiO-66(Zr/Ti) shifts to a higher value (Fig. 1A). Such shift is a consequence of the 

shrinking of the crystal lattice due to the substitution of larger Zr
4+

 by smaller Ti
4+ 

ions, a 

phenomenon previously reported and frequently observed on inorganic semiconductor solid 

solutions [51]. The shrinking of the crystal lattice is also reflected in the lattice parameters which 

have been obtained from the analysis of the XRD patterns, considering that the MOFs crystallize 

in the cubic system, as it has been previously reported [45]. The lattice parameter for pure NH2-

UiO-66(Zr) and metal-substituted NH2-UiO-66(Zr/Ti-35%) is 20.7950(13) Å and 20.7482 (9) Å, 

respectively. Miller indices for all peaks present in the XRD patterns of pure NH2-UiO-66(Zr) 

and substituted NH2-UiO-66(Zr/Ti) are shown in Fig. 1A and also in table S2. The absence of the 

amorphous Ti moiety was confirmed by the N2 adsorption/desorption isotherms (Fig. S3). The 

series of Ti substituted NH2-UiO-66(Zr/Ti) show a BET specific surface area in the range of 

800-670 m
2 

g
-1

 (Fig. S3), which are comparable to that observed over pure NH2-UiO-66(Zr) (890 

m
2
 g

-1
). In addition to two main peaks at around 265 and 365 nm which can be attributable to the 

absorption of Zr–O clusters and ligand-based absorption in NH2-UiO-66(Zr) respectively, the 

UV-visible diffuse reflectance spectra (DRS) of all the mixed-metal NH2-UiO-66(Zr/Ti) show an 

extra shoulder peak extending to ca. 500 nm, a feature assigned to the interaction between the 

ligand and Ti
4+

 ions (Fig. 1B). The mixed-metal NH2-UiO-66(Zr/Ti) with different percentage of 

Ti have been fully characterized by Attenuated total reflection-Fourier transform infrared (ATR-

FTIR) spectroscopy, thermogravimetry and Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) (supporting 

Figure S4-S6). Although analyses by X-ray photoelectron spectrum (XPS) and X-ray absorption 

fine structure (XAFS) would be necessary to determine the structure of the prepared materials as 

well as to further rule out the possibility of the formation of Ti impurities, all the available 

characterization data suggest that the mixed NH2-UiO-66(Zr/Ti) have been successfully obtained 

as it has been previously reported [49]. In this context, it is worth mentioning that in the previous 

article where the Ti subtituted NH2-UiO-66(Zr/Ti) was synthesized for the first time, XPS and 

XAFS analyses were carried out [49]. The XPS showed two peaks in the Ti 2p region, 

corresponding to Ti 2p3/2 and Ti 2p1/2, providing confirmation of the successful incorporation 

of the Ti in the NH2-UiO-66(Zr). The XFAS analyses supported the successful substitution of Zr 

by Ti. It is reported that the local environment of Ti in NH2-UiO-66(Zr/Ti) was eight-fold 
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coordinated with two short and six long Ti-O bonds, similar to the coordination environment 

observed on the Zr in pure NH2-UiO-66(Zr), indicating that Ti is surely substituted into the NH2-

UiO-66(Zr) framework.  

 

Figure 1 (A) XRD patterns of pure NH2-UiO-66(Zr) (a) and mixed-metal NH2-UiO-66(Zr/Ti) 

with %Ti 17.6 (b), 25 (c), 28.5 (d) and 35 (e). The inset shows the magnification of the 2Ɵ region 

from 7 to 9°.  (B) UV-vis DRS (plotted as the Kubelka-Munk function of the reflectance) of the 

mixed-metal NH2-UiO-66(Zr/Ti) with %Ti: 0 (a), 17.6 (b), 25 (c), 28.5 (d) and 35 (e) (inset in B 

a magnification in the visible light region).  

 

To gain better understanding on the process of photo-excited charge separation in the 

mixed-metal NH2-UiO-66(Zr/Ti), TAS was carried on the mixed NH2-UiO-66(Zr/Ti) and was 

compared with that of pure NH2-UiO-66(Zr). Figure 2A shows the diffuse reflectance transient 

absorption spectra recorded at two different times after 355 nm laser pulse for pure NH2-UiO-

66(Zr) under N2 atmosphere. These transient absorption spectra show the bleaching of the 

ground state at around 360 nm that extends even 25 s after the laser pulse and an absorption 

band centered at 420 nm. Fig. 2B shows representative signal decays at different wavelengths. 

The lifetime of transient species responsible for the 420 nm peak was determined from the best 
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fit of the signal monitored at 420 nm to the sum of two mono-exponential kinetic with 1 = 

11.4±1.0 s (67%) and 2 = 98.9±23.7 s (33%). The lifetime values are given with the standard 

error afforded by the fit. To determine the nature of the 420 nm transient species, quenching 

experiments were performed. The temporal profile of the signal monitored at 420 nm for NH2-

UiO-66(Zr) was partially quenched by oxygen, a typical triplet and electron quencher, and 

dichlorometane which is a well known electron quencher, while it grows in the presence of 

methanol, a well known hole quencher (Supporting Figure S7). This behavior indicates that the 

transient species absorbing at this wavelength generated on pure NH2-UiO-66(Zr) should be a 

combination of triplet excited state and trapped electrons.  

 

Figure 2 (A) Diffuse reflectance TA spectra recorded 2.8 () and 199 () s after 355 nm laser 

pulse under nitrogen atmosphere for NH2-UiO-66(Zr); (B) Temporal profile of the signals 

monitored at 300 (a), 420 (b) and 550 (c) nm after 355 nm laser pulse under nitrogen atmosphere 

for NH2-UiO-66(Zr).  

To rationalize where these trapped electrons are located on the MOF, TAS measurements of 

an aqueous solution of 2-aminoterephthalic acid (ATA) at pH 10 have been performed. 355 nm 

laser excitation on the aqueous ATA solution allowed us to record a transient absorption 

spectrum exhibiting two maxima at 345 and 505 nm and a small band peaking at 720 nm in the 

far red end of our photomultiplier detector (Fig. 3). The two bands centered at 345 and 505 nm 

are completely quenched by oxygen, indicating that they correspond to triplet excited state 

(Supporting Figure S8). The lifetime of the ATA triplet excited state obtained from the best fit of 
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the temporal profile of the signal monitored at 505 nm to a sum of two monoexponential kinetics 

is 1 = 82.3±4.6 s (64%) and 2 = 487.1±24.1 s (36%). The lifetime values are given with the 

standard error afforded by the fit. It is interesting to note that the temporal profile of the signal 

monitored at 345 nm does not decay completely even 4000 s after the laser pulse. However, 

this long-lived component disappears when the sample was diluted (Supporting Figure S9). This 

behavior indicates that an intermolecular photo-induced electron transfer process between two 2-

aminoterephthalate molecules could occur after excitation. The small absorption band centered at 

720 nm is characteristic of solvated electrons in water and indicates that photo-induced electron 

ejection from excited ATA to H2O also occurs. Such electron photo-ejection has previously been 

reported for sodium terephthalate [58]. The addition of Zr
4+

 to an aqueous solution of 2-

aminoterephthalate caused the quenching of both the maximum initial intensity and the lifetime 

of the signals assigned to the ATA triplet excited state (inset of Fig. 3). The rate constant kq for 

the dynamic triplet quenching by Zr
4+

 was determined to be 4.0x10
7
 ± 1.4x10

7
 M

-1
s

-1
. This kq has 

also been determined employing ethanol as solvent (5x10
7
 ± 1x10

7
 M

-1
s-1) for a posterior 

comparison with Ti
4+

 quenching (vide infra). The quenching rate constants kq values are given 

with the absolute error. The addition of Zr
4+

 also quenched the signal at 720 nm, indicating that 

solvated electrons are generated in lesser amounts as a consequence of electrons trapped by Zr
4+

. 

The transient spectrum in the presence of Zr
4+

 could be attributed to the formation of a 

geminated pair of Zr
3+

 and 2-aminoterephthalate radical monoanion. Taking into account the 

electron donor capability of 2-aminoterephthalate dianion upon photo-excitation in water, 

quenching of ATA excited state by Zr
4+

 can be considered as an electron transfer. In any case, 

the quenching experiments of ATA excited state in water by Zr
4+

 conclusively shows the 

occurrence of static and dynamic interactions during the lifetime of ATA excited states and Zr
4+

.  

Based on the TAS measurements in aqueous solution, the transient species observed upon 

excitation of pure NH2-UiO-66(Zr) can be reasonably attributed to photo-excited electrons most 

probably trapped by Zr
4+

 in the Zr6O32 clusters, with the positive holes located on the ATA 

ligand being not detectable in the transient spectrum. The absorption spectrum of the photo-

excited electrons on the NH2-UiO-66(Zr) differs from that of the geminated pair of Zr
3+

 and 2-

aminoterephthalate radical monoanion in solution due to the existence in the MOF of well-

defined Zr6O32 clusters that are probably not present in aqueous solution. On the other hand, due 

to the nature of the quenching experiment with an excess of ATA, the transient spectrum in 
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aqueous solution is dominated by absorption of ATA species that are, however, not prevalent in 

the transient spectrum of solid NH2-UiO-66(Zr) that corresponds mainly to electrons. Although it 

has been recently reported that a direct electron transfer from the excited ATA to Zr
4+ 

in NH2-

UiO-66(Zr) is kinetically unfavorable [48], our previous studies revealed that the photo-induced 

electron transfer from the excited ATA to Zr oxo-clusters in NH2-UiO-66(Zr) does occur with 

sufficient efficiency to be spectroscopically detectable, based on the photoluminescence studies, 

as it was also confirmed by ESR analysis [27]. Here, the experimental TAS also provided 

evidence to support that electron transfer from the excited ligand (ATA) to Zr6O32 clusters to 

form Zr
3+

 occurs in pure NH2-UiO-66(Zr) when irradiated.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3 Transmission UV-visible TA spectra recorded 52 s after 355 nm laser pulse under 
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before () and after () the addition of an aqueous solution of Zr
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 M). The inset 

shows the temporal profile of the signals monitored at 345 nm after 355 nm laser pulse under 

inert atmosphere of an aqueous solution of (ATA) (pH 10, 2.9x10
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increasing amounts of Zr
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In contrast, the TA spectra recorded for mixed NH2-UiO-66(Zr/Ti) are different from that of 

single metal NH2-UiO-66(Zr), a fact that is in agreement with the experimentally observed 

influence of Ti-exchange in the photocatalytic reactions.  The diffuse reflectance TA spectra 

recorded at short times (< 3 s) after the 355 nm laser pulse for NH2-UiO-66(Zr/Ti-35%) shows 

the appearance after the laser pulse of two defined absorption bands, one of them a more intense 

absorption band centered at 450 nm and the second one a less intense, but broader band peaking 

at 540 nm (Fig. 4a).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4 UV-vis DRS TA spectra recorded (a) 3 () and (b) 184 () s after 355 nm laser pulse 

under nitrogen atmosphere for NH2-UiO-66(Zr/Ti-35%). 

The temporal profile of the signals monitored at 450 nm and 540 nm for NH2-UiO-
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indicates that the formation of the transient species absorbing at 540 nm comes in a percentage 

about 40 % from the disappearance of the short-lived transient species absorbing at 450 nm. 

Quenching experiments for the mixed-metal NH2-UiO-66(Zr/Ti-35%) show that the signal at 

540 nm is quenched by dichlorometane and grows in the presence of methanol, indicating that it 

corresponds to trapped electrons, but located in a different environment than in pure NH2-UiO-

66(Zr) (Supporting Figure S10). However, unlike that in pure NH2-UiO-66(Zr), the transient 

signal at 450 nm is weakly affected by the quenchers, which may imply an overlapping of 

transient species, probably located on the ATA ligand, absorbing at this wavelength (Supporting 

Figure S11). 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5. Temporal profile of the signals monitored at (a) 450 and (b) 540  nm after 355 nm 

laser pulse under nitrogen atmosphere for NH2-UiO-66(Zr/Ti-35%) in two different time 

windows: (A) 200 s  and (B) 20 ms. The red line corresponds to the best fit of the signal to a 

sum of two monoexponential kinetics for 450 nm: 1 = 8.6±2.3 s (45%)  2 > 200 s (55%) and 

to a monoexponential growth for 540 nm:  1
’
 (growth) = 8.5±2.5 s. The lifetime values are 

given with the standard error afforded by the fit. 
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of the Ti
4+

 cation in water. Similarly to the TA spectrum in H2O shown in Figure 3, the transient 

absorption spectra of an ethanol solution of the ATA ligand upon 355 nm laser excitation show 

two maxima at 320 and 505 nm (Supporting Figure S12). The two bands centered at 320 and 505 

nm were quenched by oxygen, indicating that they correspond to triplet species. The lifetime of 

the ATA triplet excited state obtained from the best fit of the temporal profile of the signal 

monitored at 505 nm to a monoexponential kinetics is  = 52.8± 0.7 s. The lifetime value is 

given with the standard error afforded by the fit. Addition of Ti
4+

 to an ethanol solution of ATA 

caused the quenching of both the maximum initial intensity and the lifetime of the signals 

attributed to the ATA triplet excited state (Supporting Figure S11). The rate constant kq for the 

dynamic triplet quenching by Ti
4+

 was determined to be 4.1x10
8
 ±4.5x10

7
 M

-1
s

-1
. The quenching 

rate constant kq value is given with the absolute error. The dynamic quenching of the ATA triplet 

by Ti
4+

 can be considered as an electron transfer from the ATA excited state to Ti
4+

 and occurs 

about one order of magnitude faster for Ti
4+

 than for Zr
4+

, based on the comparison of the 

corresponding quenching rate constants.  

Based on the results of TAS measurements in solution, the transient signal monitored at 540 

nm recorded upon NH2-UiO-66(Zr/Ti) excitation can be assigned to Ti
3+

. The formation of Ti
3+

 

species by a ligand to metal charge transfer process upon excitation of MIL-125(Ti)-type MOFs 

and other related materials have been previously demonstrated clearly by EPR spectroscopy, 

flash photolysis and theoretical studies [23, 52-57]. This assignment is in agreement with the 

wavelength maximum reported for electrons trapped in Ti
4+

 in other cases.[52-57] The short-

lived component of the transient signal absorbing at 450 nm recorded upon NH2-UiO-66(Zr/Ti) 

excitation could be attributed to the triplet excited state of the ATA ligand in the MOF. Taking 

into account that the formation of the Ti
3+

 species comes, at least in 40 %, from the 

disappearance of the excited state of the ATA ligand, it is evident that a ligand-to-metal electron 

transfer process takes place in the microsecond time scale from triplet excited ATA to Ti
4+

 of the 

Ti/Zr-O cluster to form the Ti
3+

 species (Scheme 1). The TAS data indicate that Ti
3+

, more 

exactly should be Ti
3+

-O-Zr
4+

 in a (Ti/Zr)6O4(OH)4 node, should be formed in two different 

mechanisms. One of them instantaneous in the time scale of our ns laser system and a second one 

in 40 % proportion through the intermediacy of ATA triplet excited state. Then, the long-lived 

component of the transient signal absorbing at 450 nm should be attributed to the remaining 

positive hole located on the ATA ligand. Two possible localizations of the positive charge carrier 
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on the ATA ligand are proposed and shown in Scheme 1, based on the different electronic 

structure of the functional groups present in the ATA ligand. In one of them, the radical cation is 

located on the N atom of the amino group and in the other one, the positive charge is located on 

one of the oxygen atoms of the carboxylate group. Taking into account that the original ATA 

ligand bears two negative charges, located on the oxygen atoms of the two carboxylate groups, 

the total charge on the ATA ligand upon transferring one electron to the inorganic cluster is a 

radical anion. It is interesting to mention that the fact that the radical cation centered on the N 

atom of the amino group of the ATA ligand is immobilized on the crystalline framework of the 

MOF rules out the possibility of further chemical transformations such as polycondensations, 

typical for free amines.  

Different to the case of pure NH2-UiO-66(Zr), the TA spectra recorded for mixed-metal 

NH2-UiO-66(Zr/Ti) change significantly at long delay times. Thus, longer than 200 s after the 

laser pulse, the TA spectrum of the mixed-metal NH2-UiO-66(Zr/Ti-35%) consists of a 

continuous absorption band expanding from 300 nm to 700 nm (Fig. 4b). After different initial 

decays, at time scale beyond 20 s, the temporal profile of the signal monitored at any 

wavelength from 300 to 700 nm are coincident, indicating that at this time delay they probably 

correspond to the same transient species (Fig. 5B). Such a phenomenon indicates that the initially 

formed localized Ti
3+

-O-Zr
4+

 has changed to another transient species, which is assumed to be 

the delocalized, non/geminate photo-induced charge separated state with electrons trapped in the 

inorganic clusters, as Ti
4+

-O-Zr
3+

, and positive holes on the ATA ligand based on previous TAS 

studies [19,58]. The transformation from Ti
3+

-O-Zr
4+

 present at short time scales to Ti
4+

-O-Zr
3+

at 

longer time scales is consistent with previous theoretical calculations predicting that Ti acts as a 

mediator to promote the charge transfer from ATA ligand to Zr center in mixed NH2-UiO-

66(Zr/Ti), a mechanism which was previously proposed based on the theoretical calculations 

(Scheme 1) 
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Scheme 1 Mechanistic proposal to rationalize the photochemical behavior of mixed NH2-UiO-

66(Zr/Ti).  

Actually, although the previous discussion has been focused on NH2-UiO-66(Zr/Ti-35%), 

the transient absorption spectra for all the MOFs of the series NH2-UiO-66(Zr/Ti) are similar 

(Supporting Figure S13) and show analogous quenching behavior and spectroscopic properties at 

long times after the laser pulse (Supporting Figures S14-S15). Therefore, TAS provide evidence 

supporting that the photochemical behavior of mixed-metal NH2-UiO-66(Zr/Ti), where Ti 

partially substitutes Zr, is different to that of single metal NH2-UiO-66(Zr) and Ti
4+

 is the ion 

that initially accepts photo-generated electron from the excited ATA ligand to form Ti
3+

 in a 

(Ti/Zr)6O4(OH)4 node. This process is easier for Ti
4+ 

than for Zr
4+

. The fact that the quenching 

rate constant of the ATA triplet by Ti
4+

 in solution is one order of magnitude higher than that 

determined for the quenching by Zr
4+

 also supports this rationalization. Subsequently, a metal-to-

metal electron exchange would occur and the as-formed Ti
3+

-O-Zr
4+

 is further transformed to 

Ti
4+

-O-Zr
3+

, which is presumably more active for the photocatalysis due to its much longer 
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lifetime. Therefore, with Ti acting as a mediator, the original inefficient pathway to form Zr
3+

 in 

pure NH2-UiO-66(Zr) due to kinetically unfavorable direct electron transfer from the excited 

ATA to Zr
4+

 can take place in the mixed-metal NH2-UiO-66(Zr/Ti) through Ti as mediator. Our 

TAS results provide direct evidence for the prompt and delayed formation of Ti
3+

 and subsequent 

Ti-to-Zr electron transfer at much longer time scales in the mixed NH2-UiO-66(Zr/Ti). Although 

a similar metal-metal electron exchange process has already been reported in some bimetallic 

assemblies [59-61], the spectroscopic data obtained by TAS provide spectroscopic support to 

such a metal-metal electron exchange.  

As a consequence of the introduction of Ti mediator, the transient state in the mixed NH2-

UiO-66(Zr/Ti), where electrons are delocalized on Zr/Ti clusters, should be longer lived due to 

the difficult charge recombination when delocalization takes place. In agreement with the 

kinetically slow Zr-ATA electron transfer, the lifetime of the photo-generated transient species 

for pure NH2-UiO-66(Zr) is only 98.9±23.7 s, while that for mixed NH2-UiO-66(Zr/Ti-35%) is 

19.9±6.1 ms, about three orders of magnitude longer live. The lifetime values are given with the 

standard error afforded by the fit. The significant increase of the lifetime of the transient species 

has also been observed for other mixed NH2-UiO-66(Zr/Ti) at different Ti exchange levels 

(Supporting Table S3). The influence of the Ti content on the lifetime of the photo-induced 

charge separated state is again compatible with the role of Ti
4+

 in the (Ti
4+

/Zr
4+

)6O4(OH)4 

clusters accepting the photo-generated electron from the excited ATA ligand. 

The initial formation of Ti
3+

-O-Zr
4+

 and its transformation to Ti
4+

-O-Zr
3+

 upon excitation of 

mixed-metal NH2-UiO-66(Zr/Ti) can also be evidenced by the photoluminescence (PL) 

spectroscopic studies. Similar to that of pure NH2-UiO-66(Zr), when excited at 350 nm, the PL 

of the mixed NH2-UiO-66(Zr/Ti) also shows a band centered at ca. 470 nm with a shoulder at 

around 530 nm (Fig. 6). However, these two bands are 10 nm red shifted as compared with those 

in pure NH2-UiO-66(Zr). At the excitation wavelength, the ATA ligand is excited in both NH2-

UiO-66(Zr) and NH2-UiO-66(Zr/Ti), and the PL emission should be originated from the 

radiative electron/hole recombination of geminate, localized charge separated states, ie, Zr
3+

 for 

NH2-UiO-66(Zr) and Ti
3+

 for mixed-metal NH2-UiO-66(Zr/Ti), to the ground state (S0). The red-

shift of the PL bands observed over mixed-metal NH2-UiO-66(Zr/Ti) suggests that the 

recombination involves Ti
3+

 rather than Zr
3+

 when Ti is introduced into NH2-UiO-66(Zr). The 
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first thing to note is that the electron transfer from Ti
3+

 in Ti
3+

-O-Zr
4+

 to form Ti
4+

-O-Zr
3+

 may 

well explain the decrease on the PL intensity of pure metal NH2-UiO-66(Zr) when Ti is 

introduced into NH2-UiO-66(Zr) and the ten times lower PL relative quantum yield for all mixed 

NH2-UiO-66(Zr/Ti) as compared to NH2-UiO-66(Zr) (Supporting Table S2). In addition, the PL 

lifetime for pure NH2-UiO-66(Zr) is only 3.6±0.9 ns, while the  introduction of Ti atoms into 

NH2-UiO-66(Zr) leads to increased lifetime of the PL emission for all mixed NH2-UiO-

66(Zr/Ti), with the longest average lifetime of PL (24.5±1.7 ns) observed on NH2-UiO-66(Zr/Ti-

25%) (Supporting Table S4). The lifetime values are given with the standard error afforded by 

the fit. Such an increase in the PL lifetime suggests the existence of deeper trapped states for 

electron in the mixed-metal NH2-UiO-66(Zr/Ti-25%), i.e. Ti
3+

 ions. The de-trapping of electrons 

from deeper trapped state (Ti
3+

) gives the opportunity for a metal-metal electron exchange to 

occur efficiently. 

To demonstrate the advantage of the Ti substitution in the photo-response of NH2-UiO-

66(Zr) and the occurrence of charge separation, the series of mixed-metal MOFs were used as 

the photoactive component in the fabrication of photovoltaic cells and their performance 

correlated as a function of Ti to Zr exchange. A pictorial representation of the operation of the 

device is shown in Scheme 2. A layer of MOFs with 1.5 m was used as the photoactive part to 

generate the corresponding electron/hole pair upon illumination with a solar simulator. The 

positive holes generated in MOFs migrate to the gold electrode through the hole-transport layer, 

while the electrons migrate to the ITO electrode through the TiO2 layer acting as electron 

transport layer. Figure 7 show the corresponding current density-voltage (J/V) curves measured 

for the photovoltaic cells constructed employing the pure NH2-UiO-66(Zr) and two mixed-metal 

NH2-UiO-66(Zr/Ti) as the photoactive component. The corresponding J/V curves under dark 

conditions have been also measured and shown in figure 7 to clearly distinguish the low current 

densities obtained for the devices under illumination from dark currents. As it can be seen in 

figure 7, the current densities measured under dark conditions are lower than 0.25 μA/cm
2
, and 

therefore, it is expected small influence in the final current extracted under illumination. Table 1 

summarizes the current densities, Jsc, voltages at open circuit, Voc, field factor, FF, and power 

conversion efficiency values obtained from the J/V curves under illumination shown in Figure 7. 

As shown in Table 1, under otherwise similar condition, the device fabricated from mixed NH2-

UiO-66(Zr/Ti-35%) showed higher JSC as compared with those in pure NH2-UiO-66(Zr), 
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indicating that NH2-UiO-66(Zr/Ti-35%) exhibits a higher efficiency (one order of magnitude 

more efficient than NH2-UiO-66(Zr)) in charge separation and mobility, leading to a more 

efficient conversion of light into current. The efficiency of the constructed optoelectronic devices 

is still low (incident photon to current efficiency of 0.1%), but serves to test the application of 

these MOFs as semiconductors and the role of Ti
4+

 promoting charge separation. 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6 Photoluminescence spectra of the mixed-metal NH2-UiO-66(Zr/Ti) with %Ti: 0 (a), 

17.6 (b), 25 (c), 28.5 (d) and 35 (e) (ex = 350 nm) recorded under nitrogen atmosphere.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

Scheme 2 A pictorial representation of the operation of the photovoltaic cells. 
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Figure 7. A) Current density–voltage characteristics measured under simulated AM1.5 solar 

irradiation (100 mW/cm
2
, 1 sun) and B) Dark current density − voltage characteristics, for the 

photovoltaic cells constructed employing (a) NH2-UiO-66(Zr), (b) NH2-UiO-66(Zr/Ti-17.6%) 

and (c) NH2-UiO-66(Zr/Ti-17.6%) as photoactive component.  

 

 

MOFs Jsc(µA/cm
2
)* Voc(mV)* FF (%)* 

Efficiency 

(%)* 

NH2-UiO-66(Zr) 6.39 ± 0.1 875.16 ± 5 53.16 ± 5 0.003 ± 0.001 

NH2-UiO-66(Zr/Ti-35%) 65.35 ± 0.1 885.62 ± 5 59.52 ± 5 0.034 ± 0.001 

NH2-UiO-66(Zr/Ti-17.6%) 7.69 ± 0.1 891.91 ± 5 37.05 ± 5 0.003 ± 0.001 

*Measured under solar simulator (ABET Technologies) equipped with an AM 1.5G filter and the nominal power for 

the measurements was 100 mW/cm
2
 and the temperature 25°C. 

Table 1. Performance parameters of three photovoltaic devices based on NH2-UiO-66 as 

photoactive material. The Jsc, Voc, FF and efficiency values are given with the standard error. 

 

 

We have been able to measure the photocurrent spectra of these optoelectronic devices. 

Figure 8 shows that employing NH2-UiO-66(Zr/Ti-35%) as active layer, the device is able to 
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generate current at longer wavelengths than employing pure NH2-UiO-66(Zr) reaching the 

visible region of the spectra. This result supports the previous conclusion that the Ti-substituted 

MOFs improve the performance of the devices by enhancing the visible light photo/response. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8. Photocurrent spectra of the photovoltaic devices employing pure NH2-UiO-66(Zr) 

(solid) and mixed-metal NH2-UiO-66(Zr/Ti-35%) (dashed) as active layer.  

 

Conclusions 

In summary, the TA spectra recorded for mixed-metal NH2-UiO-66(Zr/Ti) upon irradiation 

evolve from a spectrum at short delay times exhibiting two absorption bands to a continuous 

absorption band ranging from 300 nm to 700 nm at longer time scale, the evolution being 

compatible with an initial formation of Ti
3+

 and its further transformation to Zr
3+

 when mixed-

metal NH2-UiO-66(Zr/Ti) is excited. This change in the transient spectrum does not occur for 

single metal NH2-UiO-66(Zr) for which only a transient spectrum consisting in bleaching of the 

NH2-UiO-66(Zr) ground state absorption and a peak at 420 nm is recorded. The present study 

provides spectroscopic evidence supporting the role of substituted Ti as a mediator to facilitate 

the electron transfer from excited ATA ligand to the Zr nodes in mixed NH2-UiO-66(Zr/Ti). The 

existence of a trapping electron state (Ti
3+

) in the mixed NH2-UiO-66(Zr/Ti) allows more 

efficient metal-metal electron exchange and should account for the enhanced photocatalytic 

performance observed for mixed NH2-UiO-66(Zr/Ti). Taking advantage of the slow 

recombination between the photo-generated electrons and holes in the mixed NH2-UiO-
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66(Zr/Ti), a photovoltaic cell fabricated with mixed NH2-UiO-66(Zr/Ti) shows higher photon-to-

current efficiency than NH2-UiO-66(Zr). This study illustrates the potential of TAS as a tool to 

provide spectroscopic data of the photophysics of MOFs whose better understanding can lead to 

a rational design of MOFs as photo-responsive materials. 
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